I. INTRODUCTION
Wavelet based numerical approaches have been investigated ever since the discovery of wavelet as a multi resolution tool to improve the accuracy and adaptive nature of wavelets. The mathematical property of multi resolution in wavelets motivates their use in solving partial differential equations. The most appealing feature of wavelet analysis in numerical solution of partial differential equation is the ability to estimate the local irregularities of the solution which allows self adaptive discretization with automatic mesh refinement [1] . They are studied and variedly used in partial differential equations of the category of modified burger equations, Schrodinger Poisson slater equation for study of system of electrons, Hartree Equation (in the field of relativity), Klein Gordaon Equation, Sine Gordon and perturbed NLS equations for modeling light bullets in two space dynamics [2] .
Numerical algorithms in solving partial differential equations can be broadly classified into three categories 1) Core wavelet approach 2) Distinct wavelet approach 3) Multi resolution approach.
Core wavelet approach: Core wavelet approaches are called so as direct substitution of operators is done using wavelets. Solution is later obtained as a linear combination of wavelets and their coefficients. Improving the accuracy is done by increasing the resolution of wavelets. It is demonstrated in [6] for ordinary differential equations and in [7] for partial differential equations. The stability criteria is also stated in [7] . Both collocation and Galerikin approaches are included in core approaches. Galerikin approaches investigated in 90s also formulate the solution in form of wavelet basis and they discard the coefficients lesser than a threshold value.
Distinct wavelet approach: The approach is distinct as the wavelet bases evolve continuously in time and space and adapt to the flow properties as the solution evolves in time, for e.g. Lagrangian Wavelet Method [3] . The method served well for linear problems but failed due to wavelet collision during the extension of the approach to nonlinear problems as discussed in [4] . Most of the methods concentrate on time adaptively and formulate error reduction only in adapting to the problems in space. Time step is not considered as a control stability but most of space time wavelet methods uses different time adaptive strategies uses Compressible Euler equation for time adaptive method [5] .
Multi resolution approach: In 1994 multi resolution approach was developed for solving hyperbolic conservative systems. It uses a hierarchical data which utilizes a very similar pattern as of multi scale nature of a disturbed flow. Wavelet basis represent the flow pattern and the wavelet coefficients are discarded for smooth areas which leads to compressed data. Hence the adaptive grid structure is developed which includes threshholding, of significant wavelets and it coefficients. Error is controlled as the grid adaptation error is controlled as a function of threshholding coefficients.
The study focuses on the implementation of all the approaches with consideration of Haar Wavelets as basis. Hence we describe the gradual development in the approaches which are ranging from finite difference, finite element, and linearization using Haar Wavelets.
We state the formulation of different algorithms with specific partial differential equation types. Section II deals with core approach on elliptic partial differential equation formulation with Haar Wavelets. Section III describes discontinuous Semi-Lagrangian approach on Vlasov equations. Section VI Numerical examples. Section V Conclusion and future scope.
II. APPROACHES ON ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The definition of Haar Wavelet and Multiresolution as in [7] are utilized. The approach includes the consideration of second order derivative as Haar approximations in both x and y direction. C and C represents the coefficients matrix of dimension m. Integrating the equation (1) from 0 to x and 0 to y respectively twice we obtain,
The procedure includes assuming the highest derivative term as linear combination of Haar Wavelet, the successive integration is performed to obtain the original function. The terms are substituted into the governing equation to be solved which leads us to solve only system of algebraic equation in Haar coefficients.
III. DISCONTINUOUS SEMI-LAGRANGIAN APPROACH
Vlasov equation is widely implemented in plasma and astrophysics. The study of discontinuous Semi-Lagrangian Galerikin approach for Vlasov equations is motivated due to its utility. It describes the time evolution of the distribution function of plasma, consisting of the charged particles with long range interaction. Anatoly Vlasov in 1938 was first to suggest it for description of plasma then later it was discussed in monograph [9] . The Vlasov Poisson equation is given by 0 ( , 
As the space derivative is applied on the test function the equation becomes 
This formulation is independent of the spatial order, which can be taken as a parameter. The main idea is to discretize the equation (4), and to transform it into space integration using characteristics. This time integration leads to 
V. CONCLUSION
The paper reviews the formulation of algorithm for solving elliptic partial differential equation, states the semi lagrangian discontinuous approach and analysis few plots using the algorithm for elliptic partial differential equation. Different cases with boundary conditions were analyzed at different resolutions, which shows the significance of the approach used. It clearly indicates that a very fine change in resolution gives a better approximation. The plots as in fig 1  & 2 compare the Haar approach with exact and finite difference method with the percentage error as low as 2. Future work is to incorporate the multi resolution of wavelets to modify the already explored algorithms.
